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Abstract 
 
 
SPACE IS OCCURRING is a research project comprised of twelve public exhibitions spanning 

2016-2019, including an examination exhibition presentation at the Margaret Lawrence Gallery 

from 5-16 December 2019, and a written dissertation. 

 
In this MFA, assessment is divided as: 75% creative practice and 25% written dissertation. 
 

The four-year research project has investigated attentiveness, and negotiations of attentiveness, 

within contexts that situate, exhibit, display, frame or present contemporary art. Professional 

opportunities to actualise exhibition works have been taken as resources for doing/thinking 

research. This set of exhibition works is understood as concurrent research and outcome: artistic 

decision-making systems, conceptual working questions and professional or ethical mitigations 

converge and overlap during this doing/thinking. The vocational context of exhibiting within 

existing visual arts institutions has been the main resource to apply and test research concerns. 

In addressing this methodology of doing/thinking in the dynamic in situ realm, the written 

dissertation proposes the concept of ‘infield’. The term ‘infield’, borrowed from its sporting 

context, is repurposed as means for understanding each specific exhibition context as a dynamic 

location that is always in an active state of play. 

 
The research draws from an engagement with Bulgarian/French philosopher Julia Kristeva’s 

theories of ‘semiotic chora’ and ‘in-progress time’. These concepts support an engagement with 

the time-space of exhibitions as happening in motion, continuously beginning anew. The relation 

and interrelation of temporal and spatial experience within systems for making and experiencing 

art is the focus for an investigation into the writings of theorists including Andre Lepecki, as well 

as the practices of contemporary artists who work across at least two of the following: sculpture, 

sound, choreography and/or film. 
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 Specific works from artists John Cage, Simone Forti, Marco Fusinato, Douglas Gordon, Robert 

Morris, Ute Müller, Steve Paxton, Geoff Robinson and Daniel von Sturmer are included in this 

investigation into artistic strategies within this field. 

 
Exhibition works are developed and refined as projects that operate as systems for the spatial and 

temporal conditions and materials of each exhibition context. Within works, sculptural and filmic 

means are orchestrated as fields of interactions, and interferences, scored within the spatial and 

temporal conditions of exhibition context. Fixity and stasis – taken as a lingering museological 

construct of gallery spaces – are approached as problems to be disrupted, made evident, or a 

combination thereof. Often specific spatiotemporal overlay procedures develop, which may then 

be transferred upon (and reinformed by) subsequent professional exhibition opportunities, for 

different institutions. The application and potential reapplication of exhibition work systems – 

for different exhibition outcomes at different times – has allowed for a comparative analysis of 

the manner in which these operate with and within the contingencies of each specific exhibition 

context. 
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Preface 

 

Two research-focused artworks initiated prior to the commencement of enrolment in this degree, 

are drawn upon in this practice-led research. These are: POEM (with insistence on plurality), 

Gertrude Glasshouse, Melbourne, 2015 and PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH, 2002-2019, first 

presented at the School for New Dance Development, Amsterdam 2002. The manner in which 

they are have informed this research is clearly stated in the body of this written dissertation. 

 

Research of contemporary curatorial practice undertaken whilst commencing a Master of Art 

Curatorship, University of Melbourne, 2013 has contributed to some points of enquiry within 

this Masters of Fine Arts (Visual Art). My approach to this is clearly stated in the body of this 

written dissertation. 
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Introduction 

SPACE IS OCCURRING is a research project comprised of twelve public exhibitions spanning 2016- 2019,1 

including an examination exhibition presentation at the Margaret Lawrence Gallery from 5-16 December 2019, and 

a written dissertation. 

 

This four-year practice-led research has investigated attentiveness, and negotiations of attentiveness, within contexts 

that situate, exhibit, display, frame or present contemporary art. Professional opportunities to actualise exhibition 

works have been taken as resources for doing/thinking research. This set of exhibition works is understood as 

concurrent research and outcome: artistic decision-making systems, conceptual working questions and professional 

or ethical mitigations converge and overlap during this doing/thinking. This closeness of thought and action has 

travelled though my long-term practice and is itself one of the persistent concerns of my project as an artist. This has 

been at the core of the working methodology for SPACE IS OCCURRING. The vocational context of exhibiting 

within existing visual arts institutions has been the main material resource to apply and test research concerns, and 

it is in this dynamic realm that the agility of doing/thinking is activated. 

 

Emphasising doing/thinking here – at the commencement of this written dissertation – is an effort to forefront the 

closeness of thought and action as critical to this research project and concedes that this integral process is more 

difficult to access within the task of linear writing. In ‘Chapter I: The Room Is Performing As the Room Is 

Unfolding’, I extrapolate this in situ doing/thinking, which I conceptualise as working in the ‘infield’ – a term that 

I have adopted from its sporting context (as noun and adverb) and repurposed to describe a method of working actively 

with and within the convergences amidst each specific professional context as the location of play. The ‘infield’ is 

the locus of colliding inter-contextual curatorial and institutional frameworks and conditions that shift on a case-by-

case basis for any exhibition work. (I will further elucidate the term ‘infield’ later in this paper.) 

 

As a means of mapping out the active research processes and concerns of SPACE IS OCCURRING, four chapters 

approach the project. I note them here in this introduction, to usher forward a swift sense of the ideas they hold.  

 

Further to their function as structural brackets in this dissertation, each have also each operated as working terms 

and working concepts throughout this research. 

 
1 Five of these twelve works comprise iterations of systems developed through ongoing meta-projects. Nevertheless, the actualisation of the 
works through public exhibition is considered central to my artistic project. For this reason, all exhibition works are considered as new. 
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I. The Room is Performing As the Room is Unfolding 2  

 

II. Ambiguous Edges – Thresholds, Parameters, Durations 

 

III. Placeholders – Holding, Placing, Replacing, Beholding 

 

IV. Scoring – Incidental, Orchestrated, Absence, Impermanence 

 

Accompanying this written dissertation is the application and explication of the spatiotemporal overlay procedures of 

the ongoing project splitting open the surface on which it is inscribed (2018-) for, within, upon and of the Margaret 

Lawrence Gallery, and an experiment in the extension of exhibition occupation, via an accompanying work STUDIO 

OBSERVATION ACTION (Gertrude Street/Dodd Street), 2019 activating Buxton Contemporary’s external 

projection screen, diagonally across Dodd Street, through the VCA campus, amidst Melbourne’s arts precinct. This 

constellation equates to the eleventh and twelfth doing/thinking research outcomes of this  Masters of Fine Art. 

 

This research does not include all professional works developed or presented during 2016-2019. The twelve 

exhibitions of SPACE IS OCCURRING are those specifically engaged with a methodology for making exhibition 

works in which: 

 

- The spatial conditions of an exhibition situation are taken as direct working material. 

 

- The temporal conditions of an exhibition situation are taken as direct working material. 

 

- An understanding of contemporary choreographic scoring informs spatiotemporal overlay procedures activated 

upon and within the time-space of exhibition.3 

 
2 While ‘the room is performing’ was a working term through much of this research project, this has now developed into a consideration of 
how a room might be happening or unfolding through time irrespective of subjecthood. This alteration in the chapter title also freed this written 
dissertation from what would be a necessary mapping of the term ‘performativity’, which would exceed the scope of this written dissertation. 
While this research project has been informed by investigation into incongruous conceptualisations and usages of ‘performativity’ (including 
J.L. Austin’s performativity speech acts, new materialist approaches the performative capacities of objects, body-centric performance acts 
within dance and performance theory, and the capacities of scoring systems to activate the latent), a debarment of this term has permitted me 
the opportunity to seek other entry points to related research concerns. The research strategy to eschew the term ‘performative’ has partly 
informed my trepidation of descriptions of my work as ‘minimal sculpture’ or ‘minimal dance’ (and in extension ‘post-minimal sculpture’ or 
‘post-minimal dance’) which I address later in this text. 
 
3 In this research project the word spatiotemporal is adopted as its usage meaning within the artistic working environments of sculptural 
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- Strategies to usher and negotiate the attentiveness of exhibition visitor(s) steer artistic decisions. 

 

- The conceptual and material development of projects occurs whilst working within the ‘infield’ as a dynamic 

and critical mode. 

 

- The framing, layering and disjuncture of (already present) materials and conditions is considered concurrently 

sculptural and choreographic. Often, on-site photographic, video and/or audio field recordings – captured prior to 

public exhibition – are generated for the purpose of spatial and temporal restitution upon and within the time- space 

of public exhibition. Mirrored surfaces or visually obstructive planes are also tools employed in tasks of framing, 

layering and disjuncture of (already present) materials and conditions. 

 

Five of the twelve exhibition works of SPACE IS OCCURRING are applications/reapplications of particular meta-

projects, in which established systems are overlaid upon, and implicated within, the contingencies of new sites and 

new contextual frameworks. These applications/reapplications are recognisable by the use of meta-project title 

components. INSIDE SMALL DANCE (choreography for this exterior/interior space) and splitting open the surface 

on which it is inscribed are examples of such. Since every exhibition work is situationally actualised through an 

overt engagement with contingencies of site and context, each activation of a meta-project is considered a new 

exhibition work. The repetition and adaptation of meta-projects across different institutional contexts and varied 

material sites enables a consecutive testing of these particular systems as nuanced procedures for noticing that occurs 

in the present. 

 

The conceptual concerns and analytical processes of SPACE IS OCCURRING are directly informed by previous 

study and professional practice in conceptual choreographic strategies and kinaesthetic (dance) knowledge. These are 

incorporated in this research as practices that assist in the resisting of body-centric dance or performance. 

 

 

 

 
practice, spatial practice and choreography. This understanding includes the consideration of artworks as spatiotemporal events, when the 
explicit inclusion or incorporating of the materials of space and time is an integral mechanism of the work. This understanding has been 
informed by discussion with, and the writings of Biljana Jancic. A text of particular note is her 2016 essay ‘Sculpture in the Present Tense’ for 
Art + Australia, Issue Zero (53.1): Recomposite 
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Those persons experiencing the exhibition work as it unfolds in the present are referred to in this document as 

exhibition visitor(s). An investigation into the sensorial and intellectual reception of exhibition visitor(s) within and 

of exhibition works has drawn upon Julia Kristeva’s ‘semiotic chora’ and notions of dynamic time. 

 

Julia Kristeva’s ‘semiotic chora’ is embraced in this research as a spatial field of apprehension, comprehension, and 

meaning making that is intrinsically temporal. Sensual and intellectual experience is conceived as a chaotic space-

before-space – a realm of potentiality, multiplicity, and (almost) becoming within which apprehensions, 

comprehensions and meanings may intermittently arrive and pass. Importantly, Kristeva’s ‘semiotic chora’ is 

understood as a spatial field which includes the subject yet is expansive beyond subject(s). This account of dynamic 

movement between and through subject-in-process and meaning-in-process, is adopted in this research to support 

the contention that situations of/for experiencing art are interrelational. 

 

A sort of ‘dancing body (from the Greek khoreia, meaning ‘dance’), the semiotic chora is in perpetual 

motion. It energizes the sign (as well as the subject) by placing expulsion at the core of its structure. 

Just as dance allows the dancer to explore an infinite chain of body movements, the semiotic chora is an 

infinite potential for creating signifying movements.4 

 

The incorporation of ‘semiotic chora’ as a working concept has been undertaken without investing too tightly in 

Kristeva’s technical application of (and revolt within) psychoanalytical theoretical apparatus. My lack of dexterity 

with psychoanalytical terminology – especially across the varied cohorts in art and philosophy that draw upon them 

– tempers the specific manner in which I have been moving with Kristeva’s ‘semiotic chora’ through SPACE IS 

OCCURRING. Within the context of this practice-led MFA, any tripping or mis-stepping in my reading and usage 

of Kristeva’s texts is embraced as part of a flow of alliance with the tenuous ambiguities and slippages of Kristeva’s 

own ongoing method. 

 

By way of application, it has been exciting to invest in grappling with what Kristeva’s subject-in-progress (of the 

‘semiotic chora’) might be or could offer for contemporary art practice. Traveling with the concept ‘subject-in-

progress’ 5  has enabled me to think around the problems bound to discipline-specific terms (in visual art, 

contemporary dance, and contemporary art theory) including ‘viewer’, ‘spectator’, ‘body’, ‘participant’ and ‘figure’. 

 
4 Prud’homme, Johanne and Légaré, Lyne. 2006. The Subject in Process. Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières, 
5 ‘Subject in process’ is a term within Kristeva writings that acts to extend and expand psychoanalytic thinking (especially that of Jacques 
Lacan) around subjectivity. Specifically, Kristeva proposes that the status of the subject to the relation to language, as not closed or unitary, but 
instead ‘subject in progress’ through temporality 
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A dynamic notion of subject-in-process has enabled this research to step aside from wrestling such terms of endemic 

contestation. I remain unsure as to whether it was a sense of exhaustion coalescing my on-going preoccupation with 

such terms, or an exhaustion of one or more of such terms themselves within the broader shared intellectual field 

that pushed me beyond this wrestling. Rather than commencing a research project with the aim of 

refining/strengthening stances or arguments of, or against, ‘viewer’, ‘spectator’, ‘body’, ‘participant’, ‘figure’ etc., 

I have practiced disentangling myself from these terms. 

 

This intellectual disentanglement has been straightforward in its rudimentary application at thought experiments, 

through the configuration and reconfiguration of working questions: 

 

For example, in the case of equations for ‘viewer’: 

 

If the conception of an implied art ‘viewer’ is removed, can exhibition works retain address? 

 

For example, in the case of equations for ‘body’: 

 

If I cease attaching performing to the notion of an enclosed ‘body’ or person, what kind of performing is happening 

and where?” 

 

As academic as such exercises may seem to the reader of this dissertation, for an artist initially trained to work 

with thought by way of an undergraduate major in Philosophy – The History of Ideas, the reconfiguration of basic 

questions at hand is a worthwhile endeavour. Such simple, spacious thinking continues to offer hope in a 

profession in which curiosity must remain fierce lest it be dampened by dominant narratives and knowledge 

systems affixed to the privileged canon(s) of art history. This endeavour of re-asking, re-thinking and re-applying 

need not be attached to outcomes or answers. Discipline-specific confirmation bias is not helpful if one’s aim is 

apprehending something not-yet-noticed or noticed anew within the ‘infield’ that is already in play. Further to 

this, the process of re-asking, re-thinking, re-applying, re-entering is understood in SPACE IS OCCURRING as a 

perpetual motion. This perpetual motion and, as noted above, simple spacious thinking informs the sensibility of 

the research and the exhibition works developed. Considering exhibition works as frameworks for noticing, latent 

absences and impermanence imbue this noticing with a temporal flux that allows for re-noticing. 
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Kristeva’s writings on time inform this research project, particularly for their persistence in conceptualising temporal 

experience further to, or away from, notions of instant or irretrievable linear sequence, particularly as temporal 

experience pertains to potentialities of absence and pause within semiotic chora. Kristeva’s elegant meanderings on 

time encourage a practical application of theory that isn’t weighted by expectations (or ambitions) for a correct reading 

of any complete meta-theory. Moments of arriving at a sense of partially understanding Kristeva’s written texts have 

often been as productive artistically as moments of firmer, clearer grasping. The following passage is indicative of 

how Kristeva’s writings emphasise the potential for considering temporality in relation to processes of 

understanding, in this case as means of perpetual re-thinking, re-entering or beginning anew. Kristeva evades a 

resolved account of the ontology or nature of time, and rather directs us to consider how an ‘experience of 

temporality’6 can be conceived as an open unfolding of ‘duration by means of new beginnings’.7 This process of time 

as unfolding imminent new beginnings is an offer of – or perhaps call to – feminist emancipation.8 

 

As for temporality, referring as it does in Western philosophy to the time of death (which also haunts the 

experience of motherhood, of course) here, in the case of motherhood, it is dominated by another 

caesura: that of beginning… Philosophers have taught us that the logic of freedom does not reside in 

transgression, as one might readily suppose, but precisely in the capacity to begin. I call this maternal 

experience of temporality, which is neither the instant nor the irretrievable flow of time (which 

preoccupies men, who tend to be more obsessive than women), duration by means of new beginnings. 

Being free means having the courage to begin anew: such is the philosophy of motherhood. 9. 

 

Whilst this research project draws from Kristeva’s semiotic chora, I cannot claim it to be informed by a thorough 

analysis of Kristeva’s body of literary works. I have come to enjoy the misunderstandings that occur between 

iterations of ideas across texts. I have eventually accepted, also, the idiosyncratic movements of my own eyes across 

a Kristeva text – in particular the manner in which I skirt over the words ‘man’, ‘woman’, or ‘motherhood’ and their 

derivatives. However, it could be argued that a strategically poetic engagement with the intellectual concerns, and 

a practical application of concepts upon the world at hand is consistent with Kristeva’s own intellectual tactics.10 

 
6 Kristeva, Julia. 2013. Stockholm: Going Beyond the Human through Dance. University Library System, University of Pittsburgh. 
http://jffp.pitt.edu/ojs/index.php/jffp/article/view/571, 10 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Kristeva, Julia. 2013. “Motherhood Today”, Rêves de femmes: Colloque GYnécologie PSYchologie V. Colloque GYPSY, René Frydman, and 
Muriel Flis-Trèves. Paris: Jacob. http://www.kristeva.fr/motherhood.html 
10 ‘Affordances’ was one such concept applied as working term through the development of exhibitions in this research project. Of particular 
use was a method inclusive of the analysis of perceptible affordances of the particular temporal and spatial material of each given exhibition 
situation, combined with a concurrent openness of hidden affordances. The consideration of affordances was also utilised during the final 
decisions during any installation period, through the analysis of perceptible affordances of the particular temporal and spatial material of each 
exhibition amidst its actualisation as sculptural and choreographic composition, combined with a concurrent openness of hidden affordances. 
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I. The Room is Performing As the Room is Unfolding 

 

Enfolding exhibition contingencies 

 

All sites and scenarios for the twelve exhibitions of this research have been approached as each having specific 

temporal, spatial and institutional conditions. These variable contingencies are actively embraced and incorporated 

into exhibition works as a strategy of critical engagement with the functions (and potential functions) of exhibition 

formats. All are taken to have the meta-function of events for choreographing the receptive processes of exhibition 

visitor(s). The research project has thus developed an accumulative in situ working process for testing spatiotemporal 

overlay procedures and conceptual frameworks – within and through exhibition scenarios that explicitly implicate 

material and institutional contingencies already present, and already happening. This is a trial of the usefulness (or 

not) of an artistic methodology that choreographs ambiguity and contestation into processes of experiencing art, 

through the application and reapplication of spatiotemporal overlay procedures upon the exhibition time-space. 

 

The varying curatorial frames and institutional functions of each exhibition has afforded me the opportunity of a 

careful and cautious assessment of the overlap of current contemporary art categorisations of discipline, such as 

spatial practice, intermedial arts practice, expanded choreography and conceptual dance. This written thesis does 

not make positive efforts to align its research processes, concerns or outcomes with any one of these four conceptions 

of discipline, nor any other. Instead it sets out artistic strategies for (and concurrently of) exhibition time-space as a 

potentially fluid, dynamic, in-process field. This is an ushering towards how meaning might emerge through 

particular textures of attention, and a step away from any efforts to address an implied art viewer or audience, or 

entertain expectations for any correct or prioritised reading, especially any such reading for which artist intention is 

a key of understanding. 

‘ 

As a working term, ‘exhibition work’ is understood as artistic work for which an active engagement with situational 

conditions is a constitutive medial function. This is not the same as curatorship or exhibition design. Exhibition 

work has been adopted in this written dissertation in a functional sense. The reception of such work takes place in 

the instance of exhibition time-space and is a constitutive conceptual and aesthetic function; its ontological status is 

inclusive of actualisation through interventions in exhibition format. This and other terms (such as ‘infield’) have 

 
In The ecological approach to visual perception (first published in 1977) James Gibson writes of the implications of the for ‘affordances’ for 
self and action in relation to the world: ‘the awareness of the world and of one’s complementary relations to the world are not separable.’ 
(Gibson, James J. 1979. The ecological approach to visual perception. New York: Psychology Press.144) 
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emerged as practical tools through this research as a means to qualify a process and function of contemporary art 

specific to how it is received by exhibition visitor(s), and not particular to accounts of medium-specific artistic 

disciplines. 

 

Here, I do not mean to imply that exhibition, exhibition space, or exhibition format are consistent across 

contemporary contexts and institutions. Each of these modes temporarily situates art in particular intellectual 

climates and cultures of encounter – and each is consistently open to shift and contestation. On the contrary, the 

increasing malleability and contestation of exhibition formats and the institutional structures that enact them, might 

further open gaps for shifts in the practice for enfolding exhibition time-space as working material into arts practice. 

 

The holding and/or beholding of contemporary art is complex. While exhibition as a time-space for experiencing art 

is (and has always been) perpetually punctuated by compromises, conflicts and corruptions, SPACE IS 

OCCURRING proposes strategies to procure processes of looking, listening, tending, attending and actively 

noticing – all within the present. Observing compromises, conflicts and corruptions is itself an action of ethical 

dimension, as is the prioritising of this observation in artistic practice. Tasking art reception with ‘tending, attending and 

actively noticing’ within the present, sets up processes of thought and action through which events at hand becoming 

evident or meaningful anew.  

 

If this ethical strategy for prompting does not serve to produce any set destination for exhibition visitor(s) political or 

moral thought, nor does it serve to prescribe exhibition visitor(s) with a closed reading of shaped political content. 

This ethical strategy does serve to produce a format of action-in-process, within which attentiveness is a direction 

in motion. In this consideration of direction as operative - without set destination - attentiveness is conceptualised 

as ethical action-in-process. Its ethical dimension resides in its capacity to tend/attend to the changing specificity of 

the present, wherein aiming for a political sensibility (of being, responding, questioning) stands in for a political 

outcome.  

 

Here my thoughts turn to a specific 2011 interview with Elizabeth Grosz by Robert Ausch, Randal Doane and Laura 

Perez. In this interview – traversing what is itself a fluid mode of discursive exchange - Grosz champions action 

towards political direction (not destination) while evading the setting of “clear cut goals, clear cut ends”11 that as 

Grosz concedes will never be achieved through a process of ethical action that leans on the expectation of successful 

 
11 Ausch, Robert, Randal Doane, and Laura Perez. "Interview with Elizabeth Grosz." Found Object 9 (2000): 1-16 
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outcomes. If SPACE IS OCCURRING advocates for a subject-in-process mode of political being tuned in the 

direction of the not-yet-noticed (discussed thoughout this thesis as Kristeva’s chora-in-process), then how might 

exhibition works support ethical action as an action-in-process? Grosz’ matter of fact acceptance of the slippage 

between efforts of political thought and action, and the effects of political thought and action is exciting. The slip 

that happens as observation processes are traversed in the unfolding present, need not diminish either the importance 

or hope for change, nor the effect of change unhoped for.   

 

Slip and drift in motion 

 

Borrowing the semiotic chora is – even as an indirect lingering concept – poetic encouragement for an artist seeking 

to evade fixed inscription of any one predominant discipline-specific language, or canon-specific art historical 

reading. Following from this, SPACE IS OCCURRING prioritises the present time-space of exhibition as fluid and 

dynamic – inclusive of visitor(s) occupying this. By directing and negotiating attention to and within exhibition as 

an unfolding field, a place of infinite potential interrelations and reconfigurations, the research makes explicit efforts 

to undermine fixity, stasis, containment and view, amongst related concerns for the institutional conditioning of 

experiencing art exhibition reception. Any specific place or site and timeframe that was offered for the twelve 

exhibition works was at no time considered blank, neutral or vacant, even if the inviting curator or museum director’s 

understanding of the offered space was such. The first artistic action in approaching these invitations is a practical 

method of analysing the prescriptive schematics of inhabitation and view within purpose- constructed buildings for 

contemporary art.12 Through each exhibitions-as-research, the place/site offered by a curator or institution has been 

approached with an alertness to hauntings of 1) Modernist conceptions of discrete art artefacts as held in a space 

exterior and separate from ‘viewers’ appearing as closed bodies; and 2) Conceptions of space as a vacant container for 

artefacts and practices to be placed within, derivative from the Western European tradition of structuralist philosophy. 

 

Attending to here, now 

 

Within the methodology of care to attendance and attentiveness, the research project invests in strategies for 

temporising and spatialising the experience of visitor(s) of exhibition practice. SPACE IS OCCURRING has thus 

become a proposal for how the formats of contemporary art exhibitions can be co-opted as a time-space for unfolding 

processes of amplifying attentiveness. 

 
12 The term purpose-constructed buildings is here used to include both purpose built art museums, galleries, Kunsthalle as well as built structures that 
are then re-developed for the purpose of acting as art museums, galleries and/or Kunsthalle. 
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An amplification of attentiveness – and a specific texture of attentiveness – is proposed through choreographic 

scorings of objects, actions, and incidental happenstance, emerging as intermittent, conflicting interrelations through 

time. This informs the development of spatiotemporal overlay procedures.  

 

Such choreographic conceptualisations of exhibition have emerged in recent decades, in correspondence with the 

following trends: choreographic theory and dance theory enjoying increased interest among visual artists (and visual 

arts discourse); an increase in live dance works presented in art spaces and/or museums; and, most significantly, 

integral shifts in the processes of developing and inhabiting exhibitions. A privileging of the ‘visual’ and of the 

‘object’ of visual art continues to be challenged, as do the compositional structures of curatorial formats. If we move 

away from the curatorial conventions that include crafting hierarchies of visuality (such as sightlines), and crafting 

hierarchies of spatial demarcation (such as those that allocate clear spatial fields art object separate from exhibition 

visitor), it is then possible for artistic/curatorial sensibilities other-than-visual or other-than-object demarcation to 

emerge. With the falling away of standard frameworks for supporting visitor(s)’ experience within exhibition time-

space, how might visitor(s)’ attentiveness be encouraged or facilitated? Mathieu Copeland’s notes at the introduction 

of the 2013 compilation of essays Choreographing Exhibitions propose an approach to attending to the opportunity 

of exhibition close to the concerns of SPACE IS OCCRURRING: 

 

Choreographing Exhibitions affirms a criticism of ‘objects’ and ‘the object’ created as a result of the accumulation 

of objects. Too often, an exhibition is none other than a temporal gathering of disparate objects in a given space. 

To reconsider the materiality of the work of art, and thus the exhibition, brings forward an understanding of, among 

others, the ephemeral and the (un)physical, or the (im)material again 

– may these be through the absence and void, the voice and the words, the gesture and the movement, and their 

inherent choreography13. 

 

Up to and including 

 

Within previously undertaken research in the fields of contemporary art curation and contemporary dance curation 

(specifically a Master of Art Curatorship in 2013), I became aware of writings on museology from the 1990s through 

 
13 Copeland, Mathieu. 2014. “Choreographing Exhibitons: And Exhibition Happening Everywhere, at all Times, with and for Everyone”. 
Choreographing Exhibitons. Les Presse Du Reel.19 
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to the late 2000s purporting a shift in the roles between curator and artist. This contention, that contemporary artists 

increasingly occupying inquiry and authority in curatorial activities, inclusive of spatial organisation and conceptual 

framing, included a supposed distinction between the function of art object and the function of exhibition. The 

foreword of Vince Dziekan’s 2012 book Virtuality and the art exhibition: Curatorial design for the multimedial 

museum offers an example of this line of thinking: 

 

The museum plays an instrumental role in determining the contours of creative practices associated 

with artistic production and curation. The art object, the gallery’s cubic environment and the 

museum’s institutional apparatus are powerful manifestations that shape our perceptions and 

understandings, as well as the expectations we place on art. The influence of such conventional 

structures on the forms – and resulting conformity – of artistic curatorial practice cannot be 

overstated…the impact of digital processes has begun to transform art’s exhibition matrix composed as 

it is from the interrelationship between artefact, gallery space, and museum.14 

 

This practice-led research makes efforts to exceed conceptions of the separation between art object (or artefact) and 

gallery space. As an expansion of the interrelation between artefact, gallery space, and museum, as Dziekan frames 

it, this research project gives way to experiments in which art and exhibition fold into each other through an ushering 

of attention towards a space of interrelation – between, in-between, within, of. Consistent across the twelve works 

developed, has been the prioritisation of a fluid and dynamic time-space of exhibition in the present and inclusive of 

visitor(s). By directing and negotiating attention to and within unfolding interrelations and reconfigurations, this 

research makes explicit efforts to undermine fixity, stasis, containment and view, amongst other concerns for the 

institutional conditioning of experiencing art exhibition reception. The consideration of conditionings and conditions 

as concurrent problems and challenges unfolds across the four main chapters of this dissertation, including discussion 

of in situ analysis and problem-solving. 

 

Practices that overlap functions, tasks and roles that may have been attributed separately to artist and curator 

previous to the 1990s, certainly now have a firm foothold in international contemporary art institutions. This is 

evident when viewing text (unattributed to an author) on the current website for the program of Sotheby's Institute-

London, linked to applications to their Masters Degree in contemporary art:  Since the mid-1990s, curating has come 

to be seen as a creative activity, and there is more overlap between the artist and curator than before—they are 

 
14 Dziekan, Vince 2012. “Virtuality and the art of exhibition: curatorial design for the multimedial museum” Bristol, UK: Intellect 
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increasingly engaged in similar activities. The curator is, more and more, an auteur who experiments with different 

formats, different ways of experiencing the art, and creating different meanings. Like an artist, the contemporary 

curator tests old formats and invents new ones.18 

 

This research projects acknowledges recent, current and developing shifts in curatorial/artistic engagement. 

Curatorial and artistic functions undertaken in the development of exhibition works in SPACE IS OCCURRING 

are all considered part of my artistic practice. This approach aligns with Boris Groys’ argument in a 2009 essay 

‘Politics of Installation’, in which he proposed that ‘contemporary art can be understood primarily as an exhibition 

practice…Today there is no longer any “ontological” difference between making art and displaying art’.15 

 

Infield 

 

As understood in sport, especially the American game of baseball, the ‘infield’ commonly refers to the part of a 

playing field that is pivotal to the operations, activities, and scoring of the game. This ‘infield’ is the main location 

of play(s). It is the dynamic area within and near the key spatial markers of action. In the case of baseball, this is the 

four bases. 

 

A clear definition of infield, appealing to its sporting usage, is provided by Oxford online Lexico Dictionary (2019): 

 
infield 
 
NOUN 
 
1 The inner part of the field of play in various sports. More example sentences 
1.1  Cricket The part of the field closer to the wicket. 
1.2 Baseball The area within and near the four bases. 
 
as modifier ‘Billy started us off with an infield hit’ 
 
1.3 The players stationed in the infield, collectively. 
 
2 The land around or near a farmstead, especially arable land. 
 
‘the infield is demarcated by corn ditches’ 
 
ADVERB 
 
Into or towards the inner part of the field of play. 
 
‘Halliday weaved his way infield, causing the disruption from which Morris was to score his try’16 

 

 
15 Groys, Boris. 2009. “Politics of Installation”. e-flux Journal Reader 2009, Rotterdam: SternbergPress.10 
16 Definition of infield in English. 2019. Lexico Online Dictionary. https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/infield 
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‘Infield’ as the location of play 
 

Within an ‘infield’, player roles and play tactics are situated in a live flow of engagement. To conceptualise the 

locus for exhibition operations as such, ‘infield’ supports an understanding of any exhibition context (as discussed 

above) as live with temporal and spatial activity. Working in, within, amidst and in resistance to, the ‘infield’ is 

adopted as a critical, responsive, reflexive methodology for making art that embraces convergences and 

contingencies. The research’s adoption of ‘infield’ working process, and ‘infield’ exhibition time-space opens way 

for actual and present conditions of time and space to be used as material. Further to this, exhibition visitor(s) are 

also located ‘infield’, within actual and present conditions of time and space. 

 

As a core methodological strategy, this research project advocates for utilising the specific productive capacity of 

working with, and within, the exhibition site. This opportunity often falls amidst the compressed timeframe of an 

institution’s standard installation period.17 With many critical decisions necessarily occurring within and upon 

spatial, temporal, social and institutional conditions at hand, ‘infield’ indicates more than the installing of pre- 

existing works in situ. ‘Infield’ is adopted as the realm in which exhibition works are developed, formed, occupy 

and respectfully re-inform their own contexts of concurrent making and display. Exhibition works in SPACE IS 

OCCURRING operate with and within this ‘infield’. Both the artist / researcher and exhibition visitor(s) become 

alert to that which occurs ‘infield’ in this research project. 

 

Below I offer an excerpt of my own research notes. Here, I test the sporting term ‘infield’ in relation to my research 

focus of responsiveness to, and encompassment of, the exhibition context at hand: 

 

The infield is the focus and locus action. Like baseball. One can't make a baseball action beforehand, 

outside, then later bring it with you to place infield. One can only make present actions and decisions 

responding to the activity infield (in the case of SPACE IS OCCURRING, the time-space of exhibition 

contexts themselves). All working preparation can be compared to a kind of training, practice or tuning 

for potential options to act. But the actions, thoughts, events that actually become the work occur 

amidst the infield. This includes intentional and incidental occurrences. The infield is the location of 

play in which artist, curator, and exhibition visitor(s) collectively occupy. Hopefully, when game-time 

 
17 The standard installation period for art spaces, galleries, kunsthalle, and museums vary from several days to several weeks. This may be 
expanded through site visits and intermittent periods of working during other stages of the institution’s exhibition program preceding this 
schedule. 
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commences (perhaps after the opening), the more complex works are operating as their own infield of 

play.18 

 

The Rooms at hand, with hauntings 

 

‘Room’ is a useful term, both practically and conceptually. It can be applied to gallery, theatre, corridor, foyer or 

even external space. ‘Room’ implies a basic material-built form to physically inhabit as well as the concept of a 

situation with contained architectural (or spatial) parameters. However, this sense of delineation of perimeters and 

parameters of a ‘room’ can become malleable or porous if strategically pushed and pulled at the thresholds. 

 

For current contemporary art exhibition practice, the usage of material-built rooms as gallery space persists. With 

this, particular experiences of time, most commonly a depletion or vacating of the experience of time, are cast upon 

exhibition visitor(s) by the room (as gallery space) or carried with exhibition visitor(s) themselves as they project 

expectations of gallery space onto the room at hand. The ontological effects of the artworks exhibited inside this 

gallery space points to a lingering of white cube ideologies. This is mapped out by Simon Sheikh, in his 2009 essay 

‘Positively White Cube Revisited’: 

 

In many ways, [Brian]O’Doherty’s point is as simple as it is radical: the gallery space is not a neutral 

container, but a historical construct. Furthermore, it is an aesthetic object in and of itself. The ideal 

form of the white cube that modernism developed for the gallery space is inseparable from the artworks 

exhibited inside it. Indeed, the white cube not only conditions, but also overpowers the artworks 

themselves in its shift from placing content within a context to making the context itself the content. 

However, this emergence of context is enabled primarily through its attempted disappearance. The 

white cube is conceived as a place free of context, where time and social space are thought to be 

excluded from the experience of artworks. It is only through the apparent neutrality of appearing 

outside of daily life and politics that the artworks within the white cube can appear to be self-

contained—only by being freed from historical time can they attain their aura of timelessness.19 

 

As I will continue to discuss later, the historically constructed functions of neutral container or impartial support 

 
18 Grogan, Helen. 2019. Artist’s Own Working Notes 
19 Sheikh, Simon. 2009.“Positively White Cube Revisited”. e-flux, Journal #03 - February 2009: https://www.e- flux.com/journal/03/68545/positively-
white-cube-revisited/. Sheikh’s article was responding to Brian O’Doherty’s ‘Inside the White Cube’, originally published as a series of three articles in 
Artforum in 1976, and subsequently collected in a book of the same name 
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structure frequently persist through varied engagements between artwork and room as gallery space. At times these 

hauntings are mere whispers in an exhibition room, perhaps through a sensibility of sightlines, for example. In other 

instances, white cube ideology takes full occupation of an exhibition room and artworks within it. 

 

Departure and dispersion 

 

For many feminist or queering artistic practices, the ‘gallery’s cubic environment and museum’s institutional 

apparatus’, as referenced earlier, has prompted a departure from exhibition as a contemporary art modality. Social 

sculpture, critical participatory situations, socially engaged projects 20are examples of works in which bypassing 

exhibition is either an overt conceptual mechanism, or merely consequential by-product of artistic concerns 

projected towards other operations or systems in the world. Geoff Robinson’s ‘Durational Situation’ and ‘Site 

Overlay’ 
21

project series provide examples of Australian spatial practice that are conceptualised and constructed as 

inclusive participatory actions that may or may not be hinged to an art institution with gallery- focused exhibition 

infrastructure. When Robinson does incorporate the use of gallery infrastructure, it is increasingly as a social space 

for meeting and conversing, followed by a physical (and metaphorical) dispersion into the exterior spaces of the 

everyday world.  

 

Departure from exhibition is not the strategy of this research. As the field of exhibition increasingly conflicts, inflects 

and collapses with and upon itself, a volatility (and insecurity, pending potential redundancy) charges this space as 

all the more interesting working material. In the contemporary field, exhibition contexts continue to exist. Exhibition 

persists as a mode for contemporary art. The more shaky exhibition time-space becomes, the greater my hopes for 

the visitor(s) to be shaken into new means of attending and being attentive. 

 

‘Infield’ crossing curatorial variance 

 

I think that we are doomed to have to look at what we do. And we’re less [doomed] if we can look at it long enough 

to be able to derive interesting material out of it. So, stand around22. 

 
20 These terms closely resemble those used by artist Amy Spiers to outline the nature and function of her artist practice. This is evident in 
viewing her artist website: http://www.amyspiers.com.au/  The Counter Narrative Walking Trail notes that have come about through Amy 
Spiers’ context responsive project Miranda Must Go, offer a renavigation of until-now dominant cultural historic narrative cast upon the 
popular bushland site of Hanging Rock, Macedon Ranges Victoria. These walking trail notes present a clear method of implementing artistic 
practice outside of exhibition presentation. Artistic practice as political action acts upon the geographical site, at the geographical site, entering 
through hikers directly traversing this material location and cultural place. 
21 Robinson, Geoff. 2019. https://geoffrobinsonprojects.com/Info 
22 Nelson, Karen and Paxton, Steve. 2014. “Why Standing?”. Contact Quarterly 40-1. https://contactquarterly.com/cq/article- gallery/view/CQ-40-1 
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Australia’s art institutions each present varied contemporary exhibitions models, often including live performance or 

temporary spatial or social interventions. At the same time these art institutions continue to assess, care for and 

preserve discrete material object as a matter of obligation and priority. Additionally, the quantity of yearly public 

attendees and the allocation of resources play profound roles in the decisions made by Australian (and international) 

art institutions regarding the spatial designation and the duration of exhibitions as frames for public access. As a 

consequence of these competing functions, such art institutions can offer an increasingly complex overlapping of 

idiosyncratic modalities for the apprehension, comprehension and experiencing of art. For example, a visitor might 

find themselves within a modernist painting exhibition that borrows from a white cube schematic aligned with Brian 

O'Doherty’s seminal account. After departing this exhibition area, that visitor may subsequently move into the spatial 

area occupied by an artwork conceived as an intervention, disruption or critique of the ideologies or hierarchies of 

such white cube schematic modes of display. 23In re-reading this last sentence written, I observe my own emphasis 

of pathways and in-between spaces amidst the infield activity of such places, as central to the practical analysis of 

intersecting exhibition sensibilities undertaken during site visits. 

 

 An analysis of intersecting exhibition sensibilities within the Central Court Gallery, Art Gallery of New South 

Wales, for example, became the departure point for OBSTRUCTION DRIFT (choreography for/from/form museum 

(2002-2019) an exhibition work and enacted score presented as part of the symposium and performance series 

‘Choreography and The Gallery’ for the 10th Biennale of Sydney. (The mechanisms of this work are discussed later 

in this paper). 

 

Infield actions – smash against or move within 

 

The structure and operation of artist Marco Fusinato’s work Constellations (2015-18), first presented at the Institute 

of Contemporary Art, Singapore 15th August – 29th September 2015, is outlined on the artist’s website as follows: 

 

A 40-metre wall with a 1.5-metre gap at each end is built to bisect the gallery. Hidden inside the wall 

are a series of microphones connected to a PA system. The entrance side of the gallery is empty. On the 

other side of the gallery, coming out from the bisecting wall a baseball bat is attached to a steel chain. 

The audience is invited to strike the wall. Their action is amplified at 120db.24 

 

 
23 O'Doherty, Brian. 2010. Inside the white cube: the ideology of the gallery space. Berkeley: Univ. of Calif. Pr 
24 Fusinato, Marco. 2015. Constellations. Baseball bat, chain, purpose-built wall with internal PA at 120 dB, 300 x 4000 x 150 cm.  
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Within the sequential operations of Constellations, each visitor’s violent gesture of smashing up the monolithic 

museum wall is also a holding up of that monolithic museum wall. Punk is only fun (and only punk) because of its 

explicit against-ness. Constellations uses the materiality of the white plastered wall to reinstate our apprehension of 

(and disdain for) the room at hand as an institutional structure. With our participation, we agree to hate on this wall. 

Further, if we all agree to hate it – and hate it enough to want to smash it – what is to be gained from a staged 

reinstatement? 

 

In a differing approach, OBSTRUCTION DRIFT (choreography for/from/form museum) (2016), investigates the 

swell of multiple relationships between exhibition visitor(s) and museum as complex and plural. Here, strategic 

ambiguity trumps the supposition (or imposition) of any agreed sensibility towards the monolithic museum. The 

following text outlining the work was situated within printed material distributed during the Art Gallery of New 

South Wales event: 

  

In this presentation Helen Grogan considers the existing performative and spatial conditions of visual 

art institutions. Works (of all forms) developed for, or experienced within, visual art institutions exist in 

negotiation with parameters, procedures and disruptions specific to those contexts. A common 

procedure at AGNSW is the installation of self-standing barriers on the gallery floor. These obstructive 

objects act to delineate spaces – most commonly separating the space for ‘art’ from space for moving 

people. OBSTRUCTION DRIFT (AGNSW) borrows 20+ angle barriers from AGNSW to enact a 

performative and sculptural situation for the Central Court Gallery and its inhabitants. The work tests 

the potentiality for obstructions, parameters and demarcations – both spatial and conceptual – to 

destabilise, open, shift, drift.25 

 

By intercepting the apprehension and attention of what is already happening, and by using what is already 

happening, works usher us into productive destabilisation. Art need not wield violent critique or resistance in order 

to offer intellectual scenarios in which we can critically re-orient our thoughts or ourselves within the situation at 

hand. If we are attentive enough to notice systems of power complicating themselves, or contradicting themselves, 

gaps or movement not yet noticed may become apparent.  

 

 
25 Grogan, Helen. 2016. OBSTRUCTION DRIFT (choreography for/from/form museum) for “Choreography and The Gallery,” Sydney: Art 
Gallery of New South Wales, University of Sydney, 10th Biennale of Sydney 
https://repository.arts.unsw.edu.au/primo- 
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II. Ambiguous edges - Thresholds, Parameters, Durations 

 

Intervention staged for a ghost or invading sensibility 

 

The choreographic sculpture PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH (2002-2019) was developed in the early stages of 

my research at The School for New Dance Development, Amsterdam during 2002-2005 in resistance to art historical 

narratives attached to the dance solo as dance performed by an expressive female dancer. The impact of minimalist 

dance, anti-dance, and postmodern dance practices (in particular those of Judson Church artists, New York City, 

from 1960 into the early 1970s) had been a strong catalyst in establishing The School for New Dance Development, 

Amsterdam,26 which was by that time firmly connected to ideas of ‘anti-dance’, ‘conceptual dance’ and ‘post-studio’ 

27
emerging from the practices of choreographers such as Jerome Bel, Xavier Le Roy, Ivana Müller, and (soon after) 

Tino Seghal.28 

 

PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH (2002-2019) has since been activated many times, in various contemporary art 

contexts. It operates as a single action of varying duration, and includes: a wall of the built architectural working 

context, such as a dance studio or art gallery; the artist (myself) in working clothes from that present day; the action 

of artist pushing with both palms firmly against the wall (duration determined in response to curatorial context). 

Photographic documentation of PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH (2002-2019) has been present in the 

rooms/workspaces used throughout this practice-led research and drawn upon as a cue to address how contexts that 

situate, exhibit, display, frame or present contemporary art perpetually shift over time.29 

 

The situation and framing context for the first presentation of PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH (2002-2019) was 

a contemporary dance studio in Amsterdam, in which other choreographers were performing dance solos 

sequentially, each of 10-30 minutes in duration. Soon after, the work would be presented in a contemporary art 

space commonly hosting visual art projects. In both instances, the simplicity and force of both the material/spatial 

ontology and metaphorical/conceptual ontology of the work seemed more or less apparent in equal measure. It is an 

artist using nothing more than the immediate context, to push in resistance against that immediate context. However, 

 
26 About SNDO. 2019. https://www.atd.ahk.nl/en/dance-programmes/sndo/about-sndo/ 
27 These terms are included here in their contested usage form within the fields of current critical dance practice and theory. Several selected writings 
on each of these terms can be found within the online publication: Jackson, Shannon and Marincola, Paula. 2016. In terms of performance. 
http://intermsofperformance.site/ 
28 Jeroen Fabius, 2012. “The Missing History of (not)Conceptual Dance”. Utrecht: Utrecht University Press 
29 Fabius, Jeroen. 2007. “TALK / Witness / Unlocking the space that these words sit in/ The unmade dance. 1982-2006”. Amsterdam: School for New 
Dance Development publications 
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PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH (2002-2019) continues as an informative research work here, due to the 

diminishment or transformation of its conceptual function over the past decade. If it were to be enacted by myself 

now (as was requested by one curator for my solo exhibition THREE ADJOINING SPACES WITH MANIFOLD 

EDGES (2015) at West Space, Melbourne, there would no longer be a synchronicity between forceful action and 

sensibility of political resistance. In the case of the context at Melbourne artist run initiative art space West Space, 

during 2015, the working environment was open and socially supportive, and the curatorial staff critically engaged. 

Within the contingencies of the exhibition time-space of West Space, the work was unrecognisable to me. There 

were no longer the same problems to push against in respect of the parameters of that curatorial institution. Instead 

it seemed to hold up the basic material wall as an implied support structure for a wall as containment, as lineage of 

white cube ideology. Departing from its feminist impetus of 2002, the ‘infield’ contingencies of the presentation 

context may well have reconfigured the conceptual operations of the work’s spatial and temporal compositional 

structure. To function ethically in the present, it seems PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH could at best make 

evident a dynamic charge between poetic post-minimalist sensibilities and the now-complicated frames of display 

that current post-minimalist work often continues to lean upon: a revised PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH/PULL. 

 

PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH (2002) seems most likely redundant as choreographic sculpture to be enacted 

live. However, it has been of increasing value as an indexical item with immense research merit for this project. 

 

Competing ontologies – noticing thresholds 

 

The research makes efforts to ground ontological decipherings and conceptual readings in exhibition time-space. It 

is through the presence, apprehension and comprehension of exhibition visitor(s) that the room at hand can be made 

evident as material. Further to this, an alertness to the materiality of the room offers exhibition visitor(s) an 

opportunity to notice the particular type of room that is acting as a (contested) container in the exhibition framework. 

Here, the room is concurrently: A) A set of ‘simply there’ walls, entrances, surfaces, fixtures, with temporality 

specific light and weather shifts; and, B) A set of plainly evident ready-made material markers that speak clearly of 

the particular kind of framework that this site operates in, as a cultural infrastructure in the display of art (such as a 

repurposed kunsthalle, purpose-built public art museum or self-contained private art space). 

 

The more precise the noticing of the specific material components of the room is, the greater the opportunity for the 

indexical meanings of those specific material components to be folded into the experience of the artwork. Existing  
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surfaces, features, or details in the room are not considered any less a part of the exhibition than any objects, 

equipment or footage that I might bring in to facilitate an exhibition situation as spatiotemporal event. On the contrary, 

these existing material details contain a potentiality for contextual reading that I (as artist/research) don’t have the 

capacity to author. The room, and its contextual narratives, makes itself apparent inside / outside, implicating the 

edges 

 

FULL FIELD PLACEHOLDER (within/including), (2019) presents an example of offering exhibition visitor(s) the 

experience of disbanding the evident material perimeters of a gallery space, together with their metaphorical 

suggestions of institutional parameter. This simple work, of vacant gallery space, 55-inch screen, and single channel 

video with diegetic sound, ushers a movement of attentiveness between the otherwise vacant gallery room and the 

public, social, geographic environment expanding outward from the PFERD Forum for Contemporary Art in 

Vienna. A clear spatial perimeter is set by the gallery room’s windows and walls, yet the floor mounted screen plays 

footage filmed from the overgrown vacant industrial field that can be clearly viewed through the room’s large 

windows. 

 

Footage of the green wild vacant lot outside the contemporary art institution is pulled into the otherwise vacant 

gallery space. The sound of birds mixes with a helicopter. A happenstance jumble of weeds bounces around within the 

screen's frame as the wind swells and hollows through the field. In what ways does this simple assertion (and 

encroachment) of the outside upon the inside function as a spatial and conceptual invasion or perversion of 

exhibition visitor(s)’ simple expectations for art to be placed inside the space of the gallery, away from the outside 

world? The moving topography of the immediate readymade surroundings punctures any anticipated stasis of the 

room. In this dramaturgy of the infield, exhibition visitor(s)' sensorial attention leaps back and forward between this 

interior gallery and that exterior place. This leaping is also an offer to pass between sensorial experience and 

conceptual consideration, in simultaneity. Between this shifting of apprehension and comprehension, the 

functionality of the room as closed container shatters. 

 

In a similar way, Philippe Parreno’s sets of huge sonic recording equipment, mounted on the exterior ledges of the 

large windows of the Gropius Bau, Berlin for Untitled Exhibition 2018 act as instruments to pull the exterior activity 

inside.30 As a network of recording capture devices, this equipment registers happenstance events  occurring around 

the exterior of the building, that are instantaneously projected into the interior volume of gallery rooms via speaker 

 
30 Parreno, Philippe. 2018. Untitled Exhibtion, Gropius Bau, Berlin 
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output.  This breaches the threshold of architecturally delineated inside and outside space.  As visible objects they 

act as devices to steal the curious eye outside of the built architectural perimeter of the museum to the exterior façade 

that they are perched upon. In both functions, these objects of sonic recording complicate exhibition visitor(s) 

registration of how space or place should, could, or does belong to the ontology of the exhibition work. 

 

Chaotic in-between space  

 

As noted in the Introduction, Julia Kristeva’s notion of the semiotic chora is especially helpful in its comprehension 

of ‘space before space’ where pre-cognitive meaning emerges without adherence to language, outside of any fixed 

reading, and unattached to any body in particular or any subject appearing as a unified whole. 31 Kirsteva’s semitotic 

chora is not a space fixed to place, but rather ‘…a mobile receptacle of mixing, of contradiction and movement…’.32 

This conception of chaotic space (before space) and subject in process allows an embracement of the charges in 

slightness and slippage. Attentiveness to the potential of meaning forming is a moving process that can itself be 

conceived as an objective for exhibition-orientated works. This moving process need not pass into any clarity of 

representation, nor certainty of understanding nor didactic statement. Within exhibition time-space, ambiguity and 

slightness of slippage enables me to prioritise the shifting interrelations and intersections.33 

 

As Kristeva wrote in 1998: ‘[T]he drives that extract the body from its homogeneous shell and turn it into a space 

linked to the outside, they are the forces which mark out the chora in process’.34 In my application, the semiotic 

chora is embraced as field of potential receptivity offered to exhibition visitor(s), with tenuous spatial edges and 

indecipherable temporal start/end points. This is not a textual reading of objects or images undertaken by implied 

individual subject. Rather any potential subject happenstances into an already unfolding, opening, occurring field of 

tenuously linked and/or competing noticings. Through temporal scorings that cause drift and impermanence, any 

momentary readings give way amidst the perpetual process of observation in flux. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
31 Kristeva, Julia . 1980. “Desire in Language: A Semiotic Approach to Literature and Art.” Columbia University Press. 57 
32Ibid., 57 
33 West-Pavlov, Russel. “Space in Theory: Kristeva, Foucault, Deleuze 
34 Kristeva, Julia . 1998. “The Subject in Process” Columbia University Press. The Tel Quel Reader. ed. Ffrench, Patrick, and François Lack, Roland. 
The Tel Quel Reader. London: Routledge. 143 
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III. Placeholders - Holding, Placing, Replacing, Beholding 

 

Simply, merely, placeholders 

 

With a conceptual focus on shifting interactions and interceptions ‘infield’, the placing or holding of objects in 

exhibition works is a precarious endeavour. 

 

Through the overt use of time as material, the registration of objects or structures is rendered tenuous. 

Spatiotemporal compositional overlays work in a manner the enables visitor(s) to intermittently switch or exchange 

their intellectual and sensorial attention to different ‘infield’ protagonists. The motion of interrelationality is of 

greater research importance than any particular sculptural device. It offers exhibition visitor(s) movement within 

their observation, through the negotiation, adjustment and readjustment of relations (between objects, actions, the 

room and themselves). 

 

This research project is invested in the sculptural methodology of conceptualising objects, materials, and visual 

planes as placeholders. As distinct from a sculptural practice focused on forms and formal relationships, or from a 

curated exhibition of discrete art items displayed for the purpose of their optimal viewing, the exhibition works in 

SPACE IS OCCURRING utilise objects, materials and visual planes in the function of placeholders. At times the role 

of placeholder works something like a Trojan Horse. In what way can these placeholders potentially function as 

Trojan Horses for ‘infield’ contemporary exhibition practice? An object, material, visual plane, or even image may 

be apprehended, in the first instance, to be gifted as a crafted and discrete form or thing to be considered with regard 

to its formal, textural potentials as sculptural object. They act to catch and locate the attention of exhibition visitor(s) 

proficient in the noticing of discrete art items. Yet further to this, the unfolding of exhibition works’ operations 

through time ensures the development of a complex interrelationality within and including ‘infield’ that complicates, 

intercepts and inter-places items. The selection of materials for one such Trojan Horse placeholder for the steel 

sheeting disc of splitting open the surface on which it is inscribed is one such example. With a nod to the aesthetics 

of iconic minimal sculptures, this circular reflective plane is never offered in stasis, from one viewpoint, or in any 

fixed form. 

 

When the compositional layering of video footage is in play, the placeholders of art exhibitions and images of these 

images, further compromise each other amidst ‘infield’ slippage. 
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The framing, layering and disjuncture of the (already present) materials of an exhibition situation is enhanced 

by/extended through the use of photographic, filmic and sonic capture, made during the practical installation period 

of an exhibition and/or the period in which an exhibition is open to the public. These field recordings35 capture the 

activity of placeholders and conditions of an exhibition situation as a self-describing field. Fixed shots and long takes 

are made, always using a 50mm lens, and these ‘field recordings’ are then spatially and temporally 

resituated upon and within the time-space of the exhibition work as devised for exhibition visitor(s). In an 

extrapolation of the strategy of resituated footage, mirrored planes or highly reflective surfaces are co-opted in some 

works as sculptural devices to frame, layer and expand the (already present) materials of the exhibition situation. 

If conceptualised within the broad tradition of field recording practice, these strategies of durational filmic and sonic 

capture (and overlay) can be considers as means to allow meaning to perpetually emerge from the unfolding time-

space of our surrounds, received by an exhibition visitor actively attuned to reception of the not-yet-known.  

 

Field recording practices make way for forces occurring in our surrounds and prompt active observations, or ‘a 

highly attuned perception of the world unfolding in time’ as Stephen Benson and Wil Montgomery write in their 

introductory text to the 2018 book, ‘Writing the Field Recordings – Sound, Word, Environment’.36 For sound art 

and music composition, listening often involves concurrent considerations of the aesthetic, political, and social, the 

activated For film, performance, and choreographic compositions , inclusive of those developed through the Fluxus 

and Judson Church movements, compositional and/or conceptual activations of field, capture, and duration, open 

such listening into a sensorial perceiving correlating to the attentive observation sort out in this research project. If 

a consideration of field recording practices is expanded as such, works can still maintain a refusal to demarcate 

aesthetic and everyday events.   

 

At this moment in writing, I draw once more on Kristeva’s semiotic chora, the perpetual beginnings of duration, 

and the subject in process. During the practical spatialised installation of any spatiotemporal overlay procedures 

(undertaken on site), semiotic chora offers myself (as artist) a kind of poetic encouragement to continually shift 

locations and views of my own body and sense amidst decision making. The motions of configuration and 

reconfiguration of the overlay during the days allocated to ‘install’ exhibitions is a methodology for resisting 

conventions to fix any best or ideal installation encountered by a projected or implied art viewer/visitor. 

 

 
35 A detailed definition, or historical survey of field recording practice escapes the limitations of this thesis, mention of ‘field recordings’ is 
helpful in considering how strategies of filmic and sonic capture, teamed with attuned listening/perceiving have made their way into the spatio-
temporal overlay systems of this ‘infield’ research project. Discussion of some simple correlations with field recording practice for sound, 
music, and dance composition recommences later in this thesis chapter 
36 Benson, Stephen, and Montogomery, Will. 2018. Writing the Field Recording: Sound, Word, Environment. Edinburgh University Press.  
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Placing props and place as prop 

 

In PLACEHOLDER within/including, 2019 for PFERD Forum for Contemporary Art, there are three placeholders 

engaged ‘infield’ across different instances of time and gallery space. The three placeholders are a 55” television 

screen, the PFERD gallery space (interior and exterior) and a plastic drop that remained in the space from the 

previous exhibition. Each of these placeholders act to both occupy time and designate places through their 

concurrent obstruction and reveal. As props, they hold up the activity of one another. 

 

In other exhibition works, placeholders are selected for their explicit reference to objects, equipment and structures of 

functional use in disciplines such as photography production and theatre staging. 

 

The borrowing and replacing of such objects, equipment and structures is also present in the practices of artists 

Daniel von Sturmer and Ute Müller. In von Sturmer’s nine-screen video installation, Camera Ready Actions, 2014 at 

Young Projects Gallery, in Los Angeles, 37 purpose-built stage flats, cabling and the screens as material objects are 

orchestrated in a self-conscious staging that exploits the functions of these devices to obstruct, open and frame view. 

A kind of forced navigation is offered to exhibition visitor(s); the multiplicity of scenes cannot be consumed from a 

single viewpoint. In Ute Müller’s 2018 exhibition for the Kapsch Contemporary Art Prize, Mumok, Vienna, the 

artist stages a dynamic interplay between architecture, objects, and paintings (as objects).38 Key to the exhibition 

are panel-like sculptural components that screen and direct the exhibition visitor’s viewing and movement. These 

forms – seeming as displaced, duplicated, fragments of the existing white gallery walls – are twisted and distorted 

in their material form. This twisting and distorting extends to their function of sometimes veiling, and sometimes 

sculpting place and view. These ‘wall props’, as I consider them, shift in role, as exhibition visitor(s) move. This 

creates a dynamic destabilisation of the interrelation of place, prop, object and material. Each of these components 

are either present or absent from view depending upon one’s spatial located-ness in the exhibition space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
37 von Sturmer, Daniel. 2014 Camera Ready Actions, 9 screen video installation. Young Projects Gallery, Los Angeles. 
38 Müller, Ute. 2019. Mumok – Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien / A, Plaster, latex, aluminum; Various dimensions. Egg tempera 
on canvas, à 200 x 150 cm. https://utemueller.blackpages.at/mumok.html 
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IV. Scoring - The Incidental and The Orchestrated 

 

Curating scores and curating scored works 

 

In recent years, strong interest in the function of scores within contemporary art, music and dance has surfaced in 

Australian curatorial practice, and major exhibitions have included The Score, Ian Potter Museum of Art, 

Melbourne 2017, curated by Jacqueline Doherty and prior to this Object as Score, Margaret Lawrence Gallery, 

Melbourne, 2015, curated by Nathan Gray. These significant curatorial investigations have contributed to a 

greater, nuanced understanding of the varied conceptual and compositional strategies and experiences that the 

varied spectrum of score works might encompass. Further to this, these exhibitions have served to outline how 

conceptual and compositional strategies and experiences are shared by artists that operate in disparate artistic 

disciplines.39 With the inclusion of mediums as diverse as contemporary musical compositions, conceptual 

instruction-based text works, scored choreography and sculptural translations Object as Score has assisted in the 

interest, analysis and correlative analysis of contemporary art in a post-disciplinary capacity.40 

 

Scoring time, Scoring room 

 

Spatiotemporal compositional overlay systems of this research are understood as scorings for the room. It is these 

scores, active within and upon exhibition works ‘infield’ that directly engage the attentiveness of exhibition 

visitor(s). Sculptural and filmic means are orchestrated as fields of interactions, and interferences, within the 

spatial and temporal conditions of exhibition context. This orchestration is understood as choreographic scoring 

that allows for as-yet-unknown happenstance. Moreover, the application and potential reapplication of 

spatiotemporal compositional overlay systems  – for different exhibition outcomes at different times – has allowed 

for a comparative study of the manner in which these operate with and within the contingencies of each specific 

exhibition context.   

 
39 Whilst it has informed this research, a written investigation of minimal and experimental music/sound, and contemporary music composing 
is beyond the scope of this dissertation. On significance has been my use of the potential of sound to provide pause, intermittence, and 
interference within processes of observation. A thorough reading of minimal composition and sound theory is here side stepped - so that I 
might have the opportunity to offer noises as modest doing/thinking solutions to the specific artistic concerns that arrive in my practice and this 
research project. That is not to say that they have not been informed by some understanding of these moments (John Cage, Christian Wolff, 
and more recently Koen Nutters, Nathan Gray and Haroon Mirza are key examples here). Yet I must note that this research does not consider 
its use of sound or sonic recording as a contribution to the ongoing legacy of contemporary music composition or minimal music composition. 
40 Here I am alerted to the role of scores in the historic discipline of performance art, and the inherent ontological implications for bodies 
and/or subjects enacting body-centric task scores. While there is not scope (nor intent) in this written dissertation to offer any comprehensive 
account of art historical performance or its constitutive elements, I take this opportunity to note that the art practice in this research project is 
not understood as performance art. This is, for the most part, because I consider the presence of a human body, or the actions of a human body 
are central to performance art and often the location of the artwork itself. 
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This tactic correlates with Biljana Jancic’s essay ‘Sculpture in the Present Tense’ for the 2016 relaunching issue of 

Art + Australia released as Issue Zero (53.1): Recomposite.  In this text, Jancic draws on the work of four 

Australian artists - Keg de Souza, Bridie Lunney, Emma White, and myself - to investigate a close reading of one 

current concern within contemporary sculpture. Jancic outlines this concern as a ‘…turn towards dialogical 

encounter and spatio-temporal contingency’ in which the works of these four artists ‘speak of subjectivities, 

structures, and temporality as porous – open to transformation’. 
41

 

 

In addition to spatiotemporal compositional overlay systems, some exhibition works incorporate choreographic 

scores enacted by a person. The person(s) enacting scores in this role are conceptualised as facilitator(s) for 

something happening, in conjunction with other scoring forces of the exhibition work. Visual representations of 

the body or figure are not prioritised, rather the person is often visually obscured. Following from this, the person 

active as the enactor or facilitator of a choreographic score is not understood to be performing. They are an active 

component of ‘infield’ inclusive of all unfolding in the room. 

 

Scoring an exhibition work in a manner that enables visitor(s) to intermittently switch or exchange their 

intellectual and sensorial attention to different ‘infield’ protagonists enables movements of interrelationality. This 

evades the fixity to offer exhibition visitor(s) a movement of negotiation, rather than an ideal or best  configuration 

– at one point a particular material object is the priority and protagonist, at another point an image of that object is 

priority and protagonist. 

 

During one long-take in the video footage component of POEM (with insistence on plurality), (2015- 2018) 42 as 

activated in First Draft, Sydney 2016, a pane of glass rotates against a perfect marine blue studio backdrop. The 

sounds of the room, as well as those of a basketball being bounced beyond the room’s visible threshold, puncture the 

seductive, reduced cleanliness of the video image. This sonic interfering of diegetic sound impinges from outside 

the containment of the camera’s visual frame (and the television screen’s visual plane), shattering the pictorial image 

outwards into the spatial/temporal context within which it was first caught and is now re-situated.43 

 

 

 
41 Jancic, Biljana. 2016. “Sculpture in the Present Tense.” Art + Australia, 2016. Issue Zero (53.1): Recomposite. p.40 
42 Documentation of the different activations of POEM (with insistence on plurality) as supplied in Appendix I 
43 This mechanism came into discussions with Sarinah Masukor leading into her text: Masukor, Sarinah. 2016. HELEN GROGAN - POEM (with 
insistence on plurality) Melbourne: Gertrude Contemporary. https://gertrude.org.au/docs/helen-grogan-sarinah-masukor.pdf 9 
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Banal drift - adding indeterminacy to reduction 

 

When I think of minimalist sculpture, I think of reduction as a formal virtuosity. 

When I think of minimalist dance I think of reduction as resistance to virtuosity and an opening of attention. 44 

 

An initial investigation into the dichotomies of minimalist choreography and minimalist sculpture has developed 

into considerations of how post-minimalist strategies, sensibilities and political concerns develop through and 

between artistic disciplines. Of particular interest is the occurrence of between-ness within the practices of artists 

who have themselves worked in at least two of the following: choreography, sculpture, film. The sculptures and 

performances of artists Robert Morris and Simone Forti have been helpful here as both primary and secondary forms 

of research resource.45 

 

Forti’s integration of attentive, responsive action in her Dance Constructions, 1961– have informed my 

understanding of the specific techniques of enactment that are integral to some sculptural performance works. The 

activated sculptural environments of collaborative duo Marie Cool Fabio Balducci similarly utilise a precise, 

consistent mode of performed action.46 

 

For POEM (with insistence on plurality), the micro movement of connection, and variations of pressure, between 

hands and pane of glass are integrated into the choreographic score. For splitting open the surface of which it is 

inscribed, carefully detailed choreographic scores are developed for the specific person who is (enacting and) 

maintaining a continuous, but changing, kinaesthetic responsiveness to the qualities of tension and motion with the 

steel sheet material, within the materiality of the room. Over a period of days, discourse with the steel sheeting 

material is developed through trial and discussion, prior to the enaction of the choreographic score (or film and sonic 

recording, as will be expanded upon below). Each choreographic score is adapted and nuanced in response to this 

as ‘infield’. 

 

 

 
44 Grogan, Helen, research notes for SPACE IS OCCURRING, May 2019 
45 It is interesting to note that some secondary sources misattribute Forti’s authorship to Morris, or to them as a collaborative duo. This has 
confused writings on Forti ‘Dance Constructions’, especially in their earlier public exhibition in the 1970s. Also causing confusion regarding 
authorship, was Morris’ 1971 solo exhibition at the Tate Gallery (now Tate Britian), was first envisaged as a retrospective but Morris had other 
ideas. Rather than displaying previous works, the artist filled the length of the Tate Gallery’s (now Tate Britain’s) sculpture hall with a series 
of new ‘interactive’ sculptures that would experiment with conceptions about sculptural space and human physicality by having museum-goers 
put their own bodies to the test 
46 Marie Cool & Fabio Balducci. 2017. “Documenta 14”. Documenta Halle, Kassel. 
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Looks like a static form (on Instagram) 

 

During the course of this research project I have become acutely aware of representational problems through 

photographic documentation. A still photograph obviously prioritises the visual. It also excludes any registration of 

temporal components such as motion or readjustment. 

 

When caught in still image, most of the exhibition works of SPACE IS OCCURRING can be confused with static 

installations and/or constellations of ‘art objects’ with prioritised perspectives or relations. Such prioritised views are 

authored by the documenting photographer (or Instagrammer) within a specific instant. Such a stasis of time is at 

odds with the critical conceptual mechanisms of exhibition works as temporally unfolding through (often) irregular 

cycling. 

 

The placeholding objects, materials, visual planes and structures (discussed further in ‘Chapter III: Placeholders -

Holding, Placing, Replacing, Beholding’) are devices for a spatiotemporal event to drift. An art audience reading may 

well attribute still images of objects, or still images of constellations of objects, to the lineage of post- minimalist 

sculptural 

 

Scores for attentiveness infield - Cage’s 4’33” and Paxton’s Small Dance 

 

Attentiveness is at the core of both John Cage’s score 4’3’3, 1952 and Steve Paxton’s guidance instruction Small 

Dance, 1977. Although they contrast in compositional approaches to the material of time, both result in an 

amplification of the (inevitable) incidental.47 

 

Andre Lepecki wrote of 4’33”: ‘The silenced piano, rather than performing a negation of the sensorial, generates 

intensification of the aura’.48 By his account, the audience is not expected to perceive that conceptualised silence. 

Instead, the strategy to bracket attention, “intensifies the thresholds of sensorial perceptions. Similarly, Paxton’s 

revolution derives from his claiming of stillness as dance – ultimately, there is no stillness, but only layers of 

minuscule motions. At the still point of the body, we find neither ascent nor decent, but also not fixity. Stillness is 

full of microscopic moves.”49 

 
47 John Cage’s score 4’33, 1952 was first performed in Maverick Concert Hall, by pianist David Tudor. This research prioritises 4’33 as a 
performed work. 
48 Lepecki, André. 2001. Undoing the fantasy of the (dancing) subject: ‘still acts’ in Jérôme Bel’s The Last Performance. Department of 
Performance Studies New York University. http://www.nyu.edu/classes/bkg/lepecki-stillness.PDF 
49 Ibid. 
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The title of INSIDE SMALL DANCE (choreography for this exterior/interior space), (2016, 2018) makes clear 

reference to Paxton’s Small Dance. As Small Dance guides into a receptivity of the ever-changing micro- 

movements on the never-actually-still stillness of a standing body, INSIDE SMALL DANCE (choreography for this 

exterior/interior space) uses an object as score to guide receptivity of the ever-changing micro-movements on the 

never-actually-still stillness of a vacant room. When installed in The Score at the Ian Potter Museum of Art, the 

single ribbon hanging still from the ceiling is in perpetual movement, in accordance with the otherwise undetectable 

currents of air. It is poetic happenstance (one that is nevertheless an attributing component of the exhibition work) 

that the otherwise undetectable currents of air of the room was generated by the museum climate control system, 

active in that room to preserve the original graphic scores by John Cage. The second activation of of INSIDE SMALL 

DANCE (choreography for this exterior/interior space), (2018) was activated in the entrance exhibition space of 

Galerie Stadtpark, Krems as part of a solo exhibition Up To and Including, curated by David Komary. In this 2018-

2019 application, large windows and glass doors faced the township’s local public park. These glass doors, that 

were normally kept closed, were opened up facilitating the cold exterior air (of winter mid-December) to enter the 

exhibition time-space. This force of air was registered by the ribbon, facilitating the responsive movements. 

 

During the practical installation of any spatiotemporal compositional overlay system (undertaken on site), Kristeva’s 

semiotic chora offers me, as an artist/researcher, a kind of poetic encouragement to continually shift locations and views 

of my own body and sense amidst decision making. The motions of configuration and reconfiguration of the overlay during 

the days allocated to installing exhibitions is a methodology for resisting conventions to fix any best or ideal installation 

that might be encountered by a projected or implied art viewer. 

 

Choreography, Expanding 

 

William Fortsyth offers the following strategy for a written definition of the term ‘choreography’: 

 

Choreography is a curious and deceptive term. The word itself, like the process it describes, is elusive, 

agile, and maddeningly unmanageable. To reduce choreography to a single definition is not to 

understand the most crucial of its mechanisms: to resist and reform previous conceptions of its 

definitions. There is no choreography, at least not as to be understood as a particular instance of 

representing a universal or standard for the term.50 

 
50 Lepecki, Andre. 2008. Exhausting Dance. London: Routledge.  
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A defining of the terms choreography, choreographic or expanded choreography is not undertaken within this 

dissertation. In line with an increasing insistence on prioritising current usage meanings of choreographic 

knowledges, inclusive of concepts and experiences, (rather than Western European art historical definitions relating 

to theatre dance)51 the research project invests in a practice-led emergence of choreography as an expanded field. In 

this research, it is understood that trajectory of the usage of the ‘expanded choreography’ may have commenced in 

Belgium, Dutch, German and French dance curation and choreographic theory during the early 2000s, informed by 

the impact of Rosalind Krauss’s seminal 1979 text, ‘Sculpture in the Expanded Field’. This is a strategy adopted by 

choreographers, artists and theorists in recent years.52 The works of artist Douglas Gordon, particularly Play Dead; 

Real Time (2003) are also references in this research through conceptual considerations including expanded 

choreography and ‘infield’. Video footage of a trained elephant obeying training commands within a monumental 

gallery room, is resituated into/onto that same context of a large-scale museum or gallery room. The apparatus that 

Gordon implements to achieve this resituated overlay include two large hanging projection screens, a monitor and as 

explicitly specified by Gordon and a gallery room with the minimum dimensions 24.8 x 13.07 m.53 

 

The gallery label didactic from MoMa, New York, when the work was shown in 2013 states: ‘Like many of Gordon's 

protagonists, the elephant is subject to greater forces, beyond its control. Simultaneously presenting several different 

versions of the scene, in front and rear projections and on a monitor, the work depicts the event from a range of 

perspectives rather than from a single static viewpoint’.54 

 

In several ways, the spatial and temporal operations of Gordon’s Play Dead; Real Time correspond to the 

choreographic logics that have been incorporated into the exhibition work splitting open the surface in which it is 

inscribed as part of this research. 

 

In splitting open the surface in which it is inscribed a precise choreographic score activates a relationship of forces 

between the volatile materiality of steel sheeting and the responsive person facilitating this score. The activity is 

captured by video, filming continuously from three differently positioned cameras, each with a distinct (restricted) 

 
51 These include terms and definitions linking choreographic practice to the architectural structures and historical infrastructures of the built theatre 
space including audience, stage, repertoire, dancer, ensemble, solo, and movements as incremental or isolated ‘steps’ making up the material of dance 
and/or choreography 
52 I here consider how choreographic strategies undertaken within exhibition and post-studio conceptual choreography. An expansion in 
application of choreographic concepts and processes, operating across contemporary art modalities, is found in the work of Australian artists 
including Frances Barrett, Georgina Criddle Matthew Day, Alicia Frankovich, Brian Fuarta, Agatha Gothe-Snape, Shelley Lassica, and Jo 
Lloyd. Specific examples from the ‘Belgium, Dutch, German and French’ context referenced to in this paragraph include artists Yael 
Davids,William Forthsythe, Anne Inholf, Xavier le Roy, Tino Seghal, and David Weber-Krebs alongside theorist including Maaike Bleeker, 
Bojana Cvejic, Andre Lepecki 
53 Gordon, Douglas. 2003. Play Dead; Real Time. Three-channel video (color, silent), two projectors, two screens, monitor Duration 19:11 
min., 14:44 min. (on large screens), 21:58 min. (on monitor) Minimum Room Size: 24.8m x 13.07m.  
54 Ibid. 
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viewpoint and a highly detailed audio recording. In operation within the time-space of exhibition context, this sparse 

3-channel footage, is presented on three large television screens. The moving steel sheeting and/or person only ever 

enters any one of the three screens intermittently, depicting a splitting and disjuncture of the simple scenario – both 

placed and displaced within the room in which it was filmed. While the diegetic audio recording ensures a sensorial 

experience of duration, the visual space of the synchronised videos emphasises moments of prolonged, intermittent 

hollows of absence rather than the spectacle of live performance. As a strategy to hold and sculpt attentiveness 

splitting open the surface in which it is inscribed obstructs exhibition visitor(s)’ ease of looking, threatens the habits 

of sequential viewing, and offers confusion as to what space where (and when) is being apprehended. Does the 

present material room offer the strongest, most consistent location for our senses to attend to? Is the compromised 

space of the screen worth holding one’s attention? What of the sounds or views obstructed, lost or missed as the 

noticing struggles to navigate? 

 

As discussed above, several meta-projects have developed through this research project.55 These are re-applied in 

separate activations for (and within) separate exhibition contexts. This is a re-placing of the room at hand (and its 

contextual contingencies) as an integral material component of the procedure. The spatiotemporal compositional 

procedure needs the contingencies of an exhibition context to cut, intercept, enfold and adhere to. 

 

splitting open the surface on which it is inscribed is a meta-project with several activations. As mentioned above, it 

will be activated ‘infield’ for and of the Margaret Lawrence Gallery as part of the exhibition component of this MFA. 

The title of the work itself is taken from Carlos Basualdo’s essay ‘Score’, included in the online publication In Terms 

of Performance co-edited by Shannon Jackson and Paula Marincola. 56  In this essay Basualdo proposes the 

conceptual cut, a sign and a promise that all coexist in a score, active as live event manifestation .
57

 

 

The Indo-European root of the word score is sker, which means “to cut.” The term is thus linked to the 

notions of creating a notch and keeping a tally, which is exactly what the Old Norse root of the word 

means. There is, from the beginning, a double purpose inscribed in making a “score,” that of performing 

a certain action and that of producing a physical record of an abstract quality or quantity. The cut of the 

score, while splitting open the surface on which it is inscribed, fuses action with abstraction, making them 

 
55 POEM (with insistence on plurality) was initial presented in 2014 as solo exhibition for Gertrude Glasshouse, coming about through the 
improvisational editing of a range of propositional options developed during the installation period for that site. It was not until POEMING 
(with insistence on plurality), First Draft, 2016 that the work's ontology as an exhibition emerging from spatiotemporal overlay procedure was 
established. 
56 Basualdo, Carlos. 2016. “Score”, in “In Terms of Performance” Terms of Performance. ed. by Shannon Jackson and Paula Marincola, Arts 
Research Centre at University of California, Berkeley and The Pew Centre for Arts & Heritage, Philadelphia. http://intermsofperformance.site/ 
57Ibid. 
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indistinguishable. It inscribes a temporal dimension on that surface; the very act of inscription 

alchemically turns space into the physical expression of a certain duration58. 

 

Basualdo’s account offers an understanding of the conceptual importance of fusing the abstraction of a score’s cut 

or notch (or mark or instruction) with material action, pushing the surface of inscription into ‘a temporal 

dimension’.64 Through its activation in the Margaret Lawrence Gallery, we see how splitting open the surface on 

which it is inscribed implicates multiple surfaces, inscribed through the overlapping modes of actioning the cut. In 

one single sequential action, the steel sheeting disc is irreversibly inscribed just as it is fabricated via the 

choreographic score. Chance registrations of that action event are cut and promised through the scoring of a 

disjointed constellation of camera views and sonic recordings. The spatial and temporal experience of the exhibition 

view is scored through the chance action of noticing, situating and resituating the time-space of the recordings with 

the time-space and materiality of the room at hand.59 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Twelve exhibition works manifest the propositions, questions and knowledges emerging from this practice-led 

research project. SPACE IS OCCURRING has drawn from conceptual concerns and artistic strategies that overlap the 

fields of expanded choreographic practice, sculptural installation and spatial practice. This across and in- between 

approach has been required in order to locate my research project within a current, critical field of spatiotemporal 

exhibition art practice. 

 

Developing the term ‘infield’ has enabled me to understand the correspondence between the responsive attentiveness 

imbedded in a methodology for developing strategically indeterminate systems within the contingencies of specific 

exhibition contexts, and the ethics of attentiveness imbedded in the operations of exhibition works on offer to those 

willing to visit. As artist/researcher, working ‘infield’ allows for perceptual noticing and re-noticing of the already 

occurring but not yet apprehended. When noticed, the contingencies of each site, and shifting states of each site can 

 
58 Ibid. 
59In this version, I prompted a direct play with the context of VCA Graduation Exhibition, in an extension of ‘infield’. Precious as elemental 
resource, yet inexpensive as gift-shop token of celebration, silver helium balloons occupy the room at intermittent stages of actual depletion. 
Within the spectacle of completion that comes with the presentation of graduating works, the use of balloons is an offer to consider the space, 
time, and thinking that extends prior to and after the timeframe of presenting a complete work for the purposes of assessment and industry 
reception. With a visual resemblance to steel discs, the balloons have helped me further text the conceptual concerns of care, tending, and 
temporal occupation. In the mega-show of VCA graduation exhibition, the balloon is a gift to myself (as researcher) and a gift to visitor(s), as 
an opportunity to encounter something in a state of obvious impermanence. 
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then be incorporated as material for exhibition works. With many critical decisions necessarily occurring within and 

upon spatial, temporal, social and institutional conditions at hand (and simultaneously), ‘infield’ indicates more than 

the installing of pre-existing works in situ. ‘Infield’ is adopted as the realm in which exhibition works are developed, 

formed, occupy and respectfully re-inform their own contexts of concurrent making and display. 

 

For exhibition visitor(s), the emphasis of observation ‘infield’ allows pause and space for perceptual noticing and re-

noticing of the already occurring but not yet apprehended. Here, obstructions, absences and impermanence serve to 

keep the attentiveness of exhibition visitor(s) in flux, as shifting perspectives and activities emerge within the 

exhibition work as a spatiotemporal event. 

 

The indeterminable rhythms and cycles crafted in exhibitions/works tend toward slightness and calm. Through this 

research project, it has become apparent that strategic gentleness allows for the occurrence of absences and 

impermanence as radical charges. The insistence of slowness and simplicity in the systems of exhibition works has 

helped this research project generate outcomes of careful attentiveness and caring attentiveness, respectively. 

 

Whilst each exhibition context is (and has always been) perpetually punctuated by compromises, conflicts and 

corruptions, SPACE IS OCCURRING proposes strategies to procure processes of noticing, listening, tending and 

attending to these – all within the present situation at hand. The process of actively observing the perpetual 

punctuations of the field is considered an ethic of alert engagement. 

 

SPACE IS OCCURRING overtly resists direct address of artist intent. An incessant slippage and negotiation 

‘infield’ complicates a shifting apprehension of what is present, ushering consideration of the conceptual dimensions 

of attentiveness. As artist/researcher within the field of exhibition art practice, I happily relinquish any expectations 

that visitor(s) may have of me to clearly address, clearly present or clearly pre-conceive what will or might fall within 

the interrelationality of ‘infield’. Through a strategic investment in sensibilities of seeking, waiting, anticipating, 

tending and attending, the exhibition works of this practice-led research offer no more (and no less) than a sensorial 

and intellectual experience of meaning-in-process. Attentiveness is a mode of critical alertness that requires the soft 

endurance of observing anew. 
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APPENDIX I. 
 
Full list of twelve exhibition works developed within the research project SPACE IS OCCURRING 2016- 
2019 including photographic documentation and inserts or links to video documentation. 
 
 
1. splitting open the surface on which it is inscribed / Gertrude Contemporary Foyer, 2018 
 
3-channel video and sound recording (14:50 mins) synchronized and looped, 3 x Samsung UA50MU6100 screens 
(65 x 112 cm each), 2 x headphones, Gertrude Contemporary foyer, 0.7 mm steel sheeting (110 cm diameter in 
circular form), choreographic score designed for continuous filming in three 50 mm views. Choreographic score 
design and development: Helen Grogan. Choreographic score enaction for Gertrude Contemporary foyer site: 
Shelley Lasica. Sound Recordist: Liam Power 
 
 
In ‘Great Movements of Feeling' curated by Zara Sigglekow. Gertrude Contemporary. Melbourne, Australia. 11 

May – 16 June 2018 

Video/audio documentation: https://vimeo.com/288865428 Video credit: Helen Grogan 
 

Installation views. Photo credit: Christo Crocker 2018 
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2. POEM (with insistence on plurality), 2018-19 
 
Glass, transport strapping, tie down strap, canvas photography background screen, paper photography 
background roll, adjustable photography background crossbar, 2 x Sony Bravia screens 123 x 75.3 cm each, 2 x 
single channel videos (and diegetic sound) with durations varying, looped, steel, epoxy enamel, casters, Galerie 
Stadtpark main exhibition space 
 
 
In ‘Up to and Including’ curated by David Komary. Galerie Stadtpark. Krems. Austria. 6-22 December 2018 – 9 

March 2019 

Installation views. Photo credit: Stefan Lux 
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3. POEM (with insistence on plurality), 2016 
 
Glass, transport strapping, tie down strap, 3 x paper photography background screens, adjustable photography 
background crossbar, 2 x Sony Bravia LED screens 123 x 75.3 cm each, 2 x intermittently re-edited single 
channel videos (and diegetic sound) with durations varying, looped, steel, epoxy enamel, casters, First Draft 
Gallery 1 interior and exteriors through windows, sunlight, wind 
 
In solo exhibition ‘Poeming’. First Draft Art Space. Sydney. Australia 7 September – 29 September 2016 
 
Installation views. Photo credit: Helen Grogan 
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Video Still. Video credit: Helen Grogan 
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4. INSIDE SMALL DANCE (choreography for this exterior/interior space, 2018-2019 
 
Mirror, steel, lightest weight synthetic tape ribbon, gallery floor, gallery ceiling, air (in motion) of gallery 
room,122 x 183 x 392 cm (approximately) 
 
In ‘Up to and Including’ curated by David Komary. Galerie Stadtpark. Krems. Austria. 6-22 December 2018 – 9 

March 2019 

Installation views. Photo credit: Stefan Lux 
 

 

 
5. INSIDE SMALL DANCE (choreography for this exterior/interior space), 2018 
 
Mirror, steel, ply, ribbon, gallery floor, gallery ceiling, air (in motion) of gallery room. 122 x 183 x 600 cm 
(approximately) 
 
In ‘The Score’, curated by Jacqueline Doughty. Ian Potter Museum of Art, Melbourne, Australia. 1 August – 5 
Nov 2017 
 
Video/audio documentation: https://vimeo.com/231781249 Video credit: Helen Grogan 
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  Installation views. Photo credit: Helen Grogan 
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6. Untitled (FIELD RECORDINGS - PART 1), 2018 
 
5 x chipboard subflooring panels (93 x 33 x 2 cm each), HD video collage with synchronised diegetic sound 
(13:40 mins), HD video collage (14:60 mins), HD video sequence (10.10 mins), Sony Bravia KDL- 32W705B 
(84 x 53 x 6 cm), Sony Bravia DL-50W705B 50W (112 x 66 x 6 cm), Samsung UE32H6270SS (85 x 55 x 6 
cm), Galerie IG BILDENDE KUNST existing range of black power cables and powerboards, IG BILDENDE 
KUNST street entrance, GALLERIE IG BILDENDE KUNST gallery (floor, gallery archway entrance, 4 x 
corner, 2 x power points, standard overhead working lights) 
 
The artist acknowledges the direct engagement and support of IG BILDENDE KUNST staff. This project 
incorporates the IG BILDENDE KUNST board meeting table, assembled and disassembled by IG BILDENDE 
KUNST curator/Board Member Vasilena Gankovska and artist Helen Grogan. 
 
In ‘Into the Space’ curated by Günther Oberhollenzer and Vasilena Gankovska for GALERIE IG BILDENDE 

KUNST. Vienna. Austria 

19 September – 15 October 2018 
 
Installation views. Photo credit: Helen Grogan. Other artworks pictured in this documentation: Judith Sauper, 
Ideal City, 2018. mixed media installation, dimensions variable. 
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7. cutting closer closer to the cache / splitting open the surface on which it is inscribed, 2019 
 
3-channel video and sound recording (14:50 mins), synchronized and looped), 3 x Samsung UA50MU6100 
screens (65 x 112 cm each), 2 x speakers, Abbotsford Convent Laundries, 0.7 steel sheeting (110 cm diameter in 
circular form), choreographic score designed for continuous filming in three 50 mm views 
 
Choreographic score design and development and enactment: Helen Grogan 
 
In ‘Temporal Proximities’ curated by Kelli Alred, Former Magdalen Laundry Buildings, Abbotsford Convent. 
Melbourne. Australia 
 
1 March – 3 March 2019 
 
Installation views. Photo credit: Helen Grogan 
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8. OBSTRUCTION DRIFT (choreography for/from/form museum), 2016 
 
20+ AGNSW museum angle barriers, 2 x trollies designed for museum angle barriers, AGNSW Central Court 
Gallery, AGNSW public(s), paintings from the collection of AGNSW (in hang by AGNSW), 15 existing 
museum angle barriers installed by AGNSW for the protection of paintings, Gallery Officers, Public Programs 
Manager, artist and artist assistance (as performative agents). Dimensions variable. Duration responsive to 
AGNSW and University of New South Wales events protocol. 
 
In ‘Choreography and The Gallery’ facilitated by Erin Brannigan, Central Court Gallery, Art Gallery of New 
South Wales in partnership with 10th Biennale of Sydney and University of New South Wales. Sydney. 
Australia 
 
27 April 2016 
 
Video documentation: https://goo.gl/A9ij8q Video credit: by 10th Biennale of Sydney 
 

Installation view. Photo credit: Helen Grogan 
 
Other artworks pictured in this photographic documentation: Jon Cattapan, Imagine a Raft: Hard Rubbish 4+5, 
2012, oil on linen, triptych dimensions variable 
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9. PLACEHOLDER within/including, 2019 
 
Single channel video and sound recording (1:50:00 mins), looped, Sony Bravia screen 123 x 75.3 cm, gallery 
space of PFERD Forum for Contemporary Art 
 
In ‘within/including’ as part of ‘CONCURRENT CASTINGS – PFERD RESEARCH’ facilitated by Helen 
Grogan and Shelley Lasica. PFERD Forum for Contemporary Art. Vienna. Austria. 
 
7 May - 15 June 2019 
 
Installation views. Photo credit: Helen Grogan 
 
Other artworks pictured in this photographic documentation: Shelley Lasica, not the thing itself, live 
performance (2hrs). 2019 
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 Video still. Video credit: Helen Grogan 
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10. FULL FIELD PLACEHOLDER, 2019 
 
Single channel video and sound recording (4.20 mins) long take, looped, Sony Bravia screen 123 x 75.3 cm, 
gallery space of PFERD Forum for Contemporary Art including exterior filed and buildings 
 
In ‘within/including’ as part of ‘CONCURRENT CASTINGS – PFERD RESEARCH’ facilitated by Helen 
Grogan and Shelley Lasica. PFERD Forum for Contemporary Art. Vienna. Austria. 
 
7 May - 15 June 2019 
 
Installation view. Photo credit: Helen Grogan 
 

 Excerpt of video footage spatialised on television screen. https://vimeo.com/374126020. Video credit: Helen Grogan. 
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11. STUDIO OBSERVATION ACTION (Gertrude Street/Dodd Street), 2019 
 
Single channel video, (2.20 min), looped, Buxton Contemporary projection screen, public domain of Dodds 
Street including Southbank Arts Precinct 
 
In MFA Graduating Exhibition, Victorian College of the Arts, University of Melbourne, Southbank Campus. 
Melbourne. Australia 
 
5 December – 16 December 2019 
 
Image: Artist’s own research image in preparation for STUDIO OBSERVATION ACTION (Gertrude 
Street/Dodd Street), 2019  
 
 

 
 
 
12. splitting open the surface on which it is inscribed / GRADUAL GRADUATING, 2019 
 
In MFA Graduating Exhibition, Margaret Lawrence Gallery, Victorian College of the Arts, University of 
Melbourne, Southbank Campus. Melbourne. Australia 

5 – 16 December 2019 
 
Note: Documentation and full materials list of this exhibition work provided in Appendix III. At the time of first 
submission of this written thesis, the development of splitting open the surfaces on which it is inscribed / 
GRADUAL GRADUATING was being undertaken through an ‘infield’ installation period at Margaret Lawrence 
Gallery. 
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APPENDIX II. 

Photographic documentation and links to video/audio documentation two artworks developed prior to the 
commencement of candidature for MFA that have informed this practice-led research project SPACE IS 
OCCURRING, 2016-2019. 
 

1. PERIMETER/PARAMETER PUSH, 2002-2019 

 
choreographic sculpture enacted for a contained room of studio or gallery, dimensions and durations variable 
 
Image: Artist’s own research image pinned to current MFA studio wall, Victorian College of the Arts, 2019 
showing photographic documentation of PERIMETER/PARAMETRE PUSH, 2002-2019 when trialled in 
Gertrude Contemporary, 2015  

 

 
 
 
 
 

2. POEM (with insistence on plurality), 2015 
 
glass, transport strapping, tie down strap, canvas photography background screen, paper photography 
background roll, adjustable photography background crossbar, 2 x Sony Bravia LED screens 1230 cm x 753 cm 
each, 2 x intermittently re-edited single channel videos (and diegetic sound) with durations varying, looped, 
headphones, steel, epoxy enamel, casters, Gertrude Glasshouse interior and entrance, sunlight, wind (Installation 
view) 
 
In Gertrude Contemporary studio artist solo exhibition at Gertrude Glasshouse, Gertrude Contemporary, 
Melbourne. Australia.  
 
Installation views. Photo credit: Helen Grogan  
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APPENDIX III. 

Photographic documentation of examination exhibition component of MFA SPACE IS OCCURRING. 
 
1. splitting open the surface on which it is inscribed / GRADUAL GRADUATING, 2019 
 
3 channel synchronized video and sound recording (up to 18:00 min), 3 x Lūpa media player, 1 single channel 
video recording (duration intermittently varying), 4 x Samsung Q-LED display screen vertical (79 x 124 cm 
each), power cables, Margaret Lawrence Gallery ceiling-mounted speakers in stereo, 0.7mm stainless steel sheet 
(110cm diameter disc), 3 x CBP Print (Group C) Photographic print on smooth cotton rag (shield / ACTION 
AND FRAME (I), shield / ACTION AND FRAME (II), untitled resting (II), dimensions 112cm x 84cm each), 
choreographic score designed for continuous filming in 3 views, 2 x VCA Stock Shop stage flat (120 x 360 cm 
each), 4 x pine brace, helium, silver foil orb balloons (dimensions continuously varying) synthetic ribbon, 
marine strapping, shot bags. 

 
In VCA Graduation Exhibition 2019, at Margaret Lawrence Gallery, Southbank Campus  
 
5 December – 15 December 2019 

Installation views. Photo credit: Helen Grogan 
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